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500 	 	 40,302,000.00
1000 	 	 89,308,000.00

Total $150,000,000.00

The total issue of coupon notes was more than nine
times that of the maturity notes, but the unusual redemp-
tion requirement and higher-interest replacements con-
tributed to their early retirement. Within a few years the
total of outstanding coupon notes was about half that of
maturity notes, and the total of both types was less than
$100,000.00. The references used are too early to pro-
vide basis for an estimate of an amount presently out-
standing if, indeed, there is any.

NOTES:
* No diagrams are attached to the rules.

** A vertical red-ink overprint "Half-notes that have
been punched will in no case be redeemed." crosses rules
II through VI.

*"* A vertical red-ink overprint "HALF NOTES that
have been punched will, in no case, be redeemed." crosses
rules I through IV.

REFERENCES:
Message and Documents, 1869-'70, 1870-'71, 1873-'74,

GPO A History of the Greenbacks, by Wesley Clair
Mitchell Paper Money of the United States, by Robert
Friedberg.

Gold Notes

Are Legal Now
By Cliff J. Murk

The holding of gold and gold certificates has been
shrouded in mystery and ignorance ever since the pas-
sage of the Act of April 5, 1933 that prohibited the hold-
ing of gold coin, bullion and certificates. At that time
President Roosevelt ordered such holdings in excess of
$100 value be turned into the Treasury. The same year, on
December 28th, the Secretary of the Treasury ordered
all gold coin and bullion to be surrendered to the Treas-
ury for exchange in other currency. Coin and bullion
that was held in violation of these orders was subject
to confiscation. This provision did not apply to gold
certificates.

The voice of the coin collectors, raised over the years,
caused the government to liberalize the gold laws, so in
1954 all gold coins minted prior to 1933, both foreign
and U. S., were classed as rare and therefore collectible.

This order did not pertain to gold certificates. It was
left to the collector of paper money to scream in his
turn, like the emblematic eagle, against the inequalities
and unfairness of allowing the collector of coin to have
and the collector of paper to have not. However, his
voice was heard and as explained by the Treasury, in
defense of these appeals, new regulations were issued
on April 24, 1964—almost to the day, 31 years after the
original restrictions were issued, lifting all such
restrictions on the possession of U. S. gold notes
issued prior to January 30, 1934.

There is no U. S. gold certificate that is redeemable in
gold today but under the Gold Reserve Act of 1934 they
have always been exchangeable for other U. S. currency
turn them into the bank for exchange at face or they
turn them into the bank for excxhange at face or they
may at their option seek out the collector and obtain
premium prices for them. You can possess and traffic in
U. S. gold certificates legally.

Gold certificates issued by the U. S. government since
January, 1934 may legally be held only by Federal Re-
serve Banks. Since January 14, 1961, it has been il-
legal for an American citizen to hold gold—coin, bullion
or gold certificates—abroad. Should an American be
found holding certificates issued by a foreign govern-
ment or bank, the Treasury would require him to dispose
of them to the issuing bank. This regulation should
be liberalized, as a bona fide collector ought to be able,
should he so desire, to have these foreign gold certificates
represented in his collection.

The public is often times unaware of the numismatic
value of old currency. A woman brought several gold
notes into a bank for deposit. The teller called to her at-
tention the fact that they were gold notes worth more
than their face value and even mentioned several places
where she could get a premium. This seemed to
anger her. She scooped up her notes and sailed out the
door with the remark, "If you don't want to take my
money, I'll find someone who will." The teller told me
she hadn't been back.

When Roosevelt started this merry-go-round in 1933,
there were gold certificates totaling some $393,000,000
outstanding. Today the Treasury estimates that some
$19,000,000 remains unredeemed. You decide for
yourself how much of this was lost or destroyed. You
may rest assured that it is a goodly sum, and it is ques-
tionable just how much good, collectible material re-
mains. In total face value the higher value denomina-
tions outstanding are respectively $20s, $10s, $100s and
$50s. Quite a number of $500s and $1,000s are floating
around, as are ten $5,000 and eight $10,000 notes which
denominations used to be favored by banks, black mar-
keteers, gangsters, and, of course, collectors. That these
high values still are out is most unusual, since they are
usually the first to be turned in.

It is my personal belief that the present prices of gold
notes are sadly undervalued as to the material available,
and that in the next few years this field is where the
action will be as the law of supply and demand stabilizes
and revalues the market.


